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Shavver Sds $3S00 As Big Four Goal

Wooster Debaters Garver Graces Gridiron in

The Queen

Meet

Annual Drive to Last Four Days

Meet Englishmen

Campaign Will Aid Campus Religious Plans

Argue Nationalization

the stands, Scotty cheers, Jo Garver u
'Mums' to
queenly beauty besides brute King Football, gay reunions, Muskie be
Next Monday evening, October decked dorms, and a shouted hope for a win against Muskingum will
28th, at 8:00 P.M. in the Chapel, be the patterns on Wooster's 29th annual Homecoming this Saturday.
Scot celebrations this week end will be highlighted by the return of
Wooster will play host to a disestimated 500 alumni; graduates of the past back to taste that
an
debaters
English
tinguished trio of

Driving toward a goal of $3900 for the coming year, the Big Four
will open its annual
campaign at Chapel time on Tuesday,
Nov. 4, with a request for three dollars from each student. Lasting
for four days, from 'Tuesday until the following Friday, the drive is
fund-raisin- g

finance campus religious activities and world relief programs ex
tending to all corners of the globe.
From India, where John Bathgate
represents Wooster at Ewing Christian
College, to Europe where the World
Student Service Fund is carrying help
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Nations UNESCO group, the Big
To satisfy the need for
Four has its own student relief project
tional
recreation, a new Lounge will be
in the job of supporting Wanda
r opened Monday in lower Kauke for
a Polish refugee. Wanda,
being able to attend school last both men and women of the college.
year because of student contributions, Situated in the southeast- - corner of
has been awarded a scholarship here Kauke, facilities for pool, table tennis
at Wooster and upon her arrival this and cards have been provided. Newly
month, drive funds will help to meet decorated and furnished, the Kauke
the other expenses of her college ounge increases the opportunities of
those who want to spend an idle
work.
moment in the company of the op
What Does Big Four Do?
posite sex.
On the campus, Big Four finances
take care of Westminster Fellowship,
Under the supervision of the Big
Y.M.C.A., Y.W.C.A., Freshman For-ur- Four, students may drop in any time
and the annual Week of Prayer. between 7:00 and 9:45 on week nights,
In addition to the support of these re- and from 7:00 to 11:45 on Friday and
ligious groups, social activities such as Saturday evenings. Opening of these
walk-ou- t
receive facilities has been delayed by lack of
the spring
funds from the drive.
an adequate monttor system, which
will now be placed in the hands of
shown
is
the
money
of
Division
below where each group with the per- - the Big Four.
centage it is to receive is listed.
In case you're in doubt as to en
. 20.7
...
Wanda Nekrasz ...
trance to this lounge, walk down the
7.2
Y. M. C. A
east entrance of Kauke near the Vet
3.2
Y. W. C. A
eran's Administration office, and turn

from Oxford University. The visitors,
are Sir Edward Boyle, the Honorable
Anthony Benn and Mr. David Harris.
Benn and Harris will meet two members of Wooster "A" team, Hazelyn
Melconian and Harold McComas. The
subject to be debated is 'That the
social and economic arguments for the
nationalization of basic industries are
overwhelming."

,

Coed Recreation

to war ravaged schools and students,
dollars from this drive will carry their
load. In addition to the national
WSSF which is connected with United

,

state champion in collegiate extemp
speaking, are well known at Wooster
for their excellent debate tactics. Sir
Boyle was associated with the British
Foreign Office during the war, and
has held various offices in the Oxford
Union Society. Mr. Benn, a former
R. A. F. afficer, is president of the
Oxford Union Society and was earlier
this year a candidate for Parliament.
Mr. Harris, also formerly an
(Continued on Page 2)
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' Hazelyn, president of the honorary
speech society, and Harold, last year's
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At the opening chapel Dr. Howard
Lowry will speak. Don Shawver, drive
chairman, and Dick Poethig, Big Four
President, will explain the plan of the
drive. As set up by Shawver, each stu
dent and faculty member will be per
sonally visited by a student solicitor
the purpose of the
who will
drive and answer any questions concerning the different organizations
concerned. In the following table the
solicitors are listed and arranged ac
cording to dormitories: First Section
Dick Falls. Walt Meeker, Chuck
(Continued on Page 4)
re-expla- in

Distribute 1948 Index
By Commencement Day
The 1948 Index will be out and in
the hands of the students before Com
mencement time this year. The .only
prerequisite is that the students com
ply with the 2 point program which
was announced today.
1) Each person scheduled for an in'
formal or group photograph is to
be present at the appointed place
at the appointed time.
2) All staff members must meet their
deadlines. If this is impossible they
should notify the editor, Harry
Stapler.
The Index of 1948 is going to b
the largest in the history of the college. It will contain 503 group and
informal pictures plus senior portraits
The total number of photos will range
between 700 and 800.
This year'rstaff
to move
its schedule up one or two months
due to delays in the printing, engrav
Ing and binding industries. The com
panies handling the new year book
--

Choir to Salute

ge

Westminster Fellowship
Big Four
Wooster in India
Week of Prayer ...
W. S. S. F
Freshman Forum

-- will-have

feel that if this procedure is followed
they will have the book out on time.
The only staff members who hv
been, announced as yet are those on
the photographic staff. There are three
photographers, two of whom are form
er newspaper men and one assistant,
Harry Stapler, John Murray and Don
Campbell are the new members of this
department. Don ' will specialize in
outdoor photos and Charles Baugh
man will assist the whole staff.
Other staff members are now work
ing on their first assignments but the
names of the Index personnel are be
ing withheld until all volunteers have
had a chance to report .

NO VOICE NEXT WEEK

Half Time Ceremonies;
Dance Saturday Nighi

Alumni Sunday

Students Favor Change in Present
Smoking Regulations on Campus

color-splas- h

Senatorials
Your Chance

ia Watch;

Open Senate Meetings
Facto and Figures: Monday night's
meeting began with a lively discussion
on what constituted a quorum. In the
midst of it the rest of the Senate arrived, so everyone quieted down for
Caldwell's report. There is, at the
moment, 861.95 in the bank. Along
financial lines, Poethig made a suggestion. In quite a few colleges, student
activity fees are collected and the student governmental body functions on
these. For example. $2.50 would be
collected from each student each
semester, lhis would cover the cost
of vie dances, and other sponsored activities. In other words, instead of
putting out a quarter here and fifty
cents there, you would do it all at
once. After considerable discussion it
was decided to bring that up before
the Board of Trustees and get their
ideas on it. In the mean time, what do
you think? It would help the Senate
to know how the students feel on the
subject. You know where the Suggestion Box is?
Fanfare: With the heralded arrival
of Dave Byers, chairman of Homecoming, much occurred. Dave gave a
complete report on the activities for
the weekend and announced that all
plans have been completed. (For de
tails read the Homecoming story.)
The Senate agreed at this time that
a picnic should be held for the Queen
and her court and the people who
worked on the plans for the celebra
tion. It will be held Friday evening
before they all go to the play. In
cidentally, three Buick convertibles
have been obtained for the parac
Who said there was a depression? . . .
Tickets for Saturday night's dance
will be $1.25 plus twenty-fiv- e
cents
federal tax, plus four cents city tax.
Does Anyone know a math major?
That's $1.54 for everybody. The alumni can purchase ' said tickets in the
Alumni office when they register . . .
For those who were wondering, Jack
Hunter is now in charge of those
scintillating cheer leaders who will be
much in evidence at the rally tonight.
In competition with all the
on Page 4)

nostalgic zest called apinr and enjoy
for a few hours that phantom feeling "College Life.
Jo Garver will touch off Homecom
ing festivities to a blazing start at a
pep rally tonight next to Babcock. Th
Frosh have charge of the bonfire so
anything might happen. Dr. Lowry
will give a short pep talk at this time
and a member of the football squad
will give the students and alumni a
word of encouragement as to th ont- gam
ie of tomorrow's
n"'"
Muskingum. There will be a solemn
ceremony at the rally dedicated
the
"burying of the Muskie".
The most important aspect of the
festivities will culminate at the
game Saturday after- noon. In the stadium the freshmen
will honor alumni with a pageant of
classes from 1900 to 1950 as part of
e
the
parade.
Jo Garver,
Home-comin- g
Queen, will present the
acting captain of the football squad
with a new football bearing the num
ber 200 to commemorate Wooster's
200th football win. The team will he
out tomorrow trying for their 201st.
At half-timJo Garver will be
crowned "Home-comin- g
Queen' by
the acting football captain. Her court
consists of Skip Pierson and Stan
Gault, seniors; Ellie Hagerman and
Dave Castle, juniors; Meredith Hunter and Dick Falls, sophomores; and
Margery Gillespie and Bob Shaffer,
freshmen. After the coronation, Jo
will present cups for the winning dorm
decorations. The decorations judging
committee is: H. K. Adams, Mary La
McCune, Ned Shreffler, Gordon Williams, Miss Gould of the art department, and Dr. Bonthius of the religion department. The half will also
be spotlighted by performances of the
Scot and Muskie bands.
A major part of the festivities is the
Home-cominplay, "Dear Ruth" to
be performed at Scott Auditorium Friday and Saturday. There will be a
repeat performance the week end of
Nov. 8, Dad's Day.
Woos-ter-Musking-

um

pre-gam-

.

e,

of the 870 students, faculty, and members of the administra
86.&
At the Homecoming church service
answered a recent questionnaire were dissatisfied; with the
who
tion
next Sunday morning, the choir will
for smoking on campus. In answer to many requests, the
rules
present
sing "Blessed Art Thou" by Leo
conducted this poll last week to discover the opinion
Senate
Student
Sowerby. Mr. Sowerby is one of
body.
The results will be presented to the Board of
of
student
the
America's most distinguished compostoday.
Trustees
ers and the only one who has made a
into the . passage-waIn spite - of - the fact that only for. smoking permission revealed that
to your left significant contribution to church and
favored smoking on the golf
of those questioned smoked, 91.1
Drop in some evening and see how organ music. He is Professor of Com- 41.84
believed it should be
(35
of the women and 51 of the course, 88.98
you like it.
position of the American Conservasmall
the
room in Lower
there was a large majority, allowed in
tory in Chicago and Music Director at men asked),
social
functions, and
during
Babcock
who did believe there should be a
St. James Episcopal Church.
smoking
wanted
in the sta
83.67
change in the existing rules.
The following Sunday, Nov. 2, the
dium.
Detailed questions as to the locality
Discuss
choir will mark the 100th anniversary
Less definite approval was shown
Any juniors who wish to consider of Mendelssohn's death by using selecfor smoking in the lobby of Taylor
desiring it.
the Washington Semester Plan which tions from "Elijah". Miss Richmond
during plays with 60.05
wanted smoking in the girls'
permits special study in Washington, and Mr. Modlish will sing solo parts.
55.4
wanted
D.C. for the next semester are invited
dorm parlors and only 47.7
For - their " Christmas " concert the
it extended to the girls' dorm rooms.
to an information meetins on the choristers will prepare a program of
Plan in Galpin Conference Room carols from many nations concluding Co-e- d
of
On the negative side, 79.42
Wednesday, Oct. 29, at 3:30 p.m. Pro with Vaughn Williams' "Fantasy on
those questioned did not favor smok
By SUE QUAY
fessor Stoneburner and the three stu Christmas Carols", with string orchesTommy Van will supply the music
the campus grounds. 72.5
Wise up, will youse? Ain't youse ing on
dents who spent last semester in Wash tra and organ.
g
the
Dance Saturday
for
smoking in the Union
obsoived the presence of a lady? . . . did not want
ington will give brief reports on the
theme of die
night
The
the
gym.
disapproval
of
expressed
Good Friday evening, Mar. 26, the
and 70.65
at
Well, if you haven't as yet, you will
program.
;
is
dance
the
alumni" and
"toast
to
Building.
a
(Continued on Page 2)
eating is now in order, it in the Administration
brother.
be
outstandthe
promises
it
of
one
to
Ned Shreffler, president of the Stu
so polish up your manners and grab
Tickets
may
of
the
functions
year.
ing
dent Senate, announced that a com
yourself a date for dinner.
Office
tothe
Alumni
be
purchased
at
In reference to manners, there are plete report would be presented to the
who
those
of
do
you
morrow
for
not
Trustees. It would include an explana
a few things that Wooster students are
yet have one for the dance.
prone to forget. These come under the tion of the poll, how it was conducted,
Sunday will close the week end and
By DOROTHY RODGERS
headings ' o f conversation, etiquette, the tabulated results, and certain
(Continued on Page 4)
Professor Frederick W. Moore, English department head and un- - and dress. Perhaps a few reminders
.
aouDteaiy the most expressive member of the Wooster faculty (or will refresh your memories.
Men are not to wear their hair up
any faculty, for that matter) is a dealer in giant-sizesuperalitives
in the dining room.
He rarely uses an adjective in any lesser degree whether its in refer'
2. All shirt tails must be tucked in,
erence to Shakespeare or the colorful tints of fall weather. That's
and jeans may be worn only on
only one slant on "Freddie's" keen sense of expression which infuses
Saturdays.
By PAT HENDERSON
their variety, but one recurring gesture
his classes with an abundance of in
Don't question the source of any
Come for fun, come for laughs, but don't come for a message
had the self consciousness of a high
terest and vitality that has made him
particular dish by remarking on there ain't none. You won't miss it, either; you'll be too busy guffawing, school performer and robbed the deftpopular favorite among Wooster
the disappearance of some local for Krasna has written and Craig has produced a gloriously lighthearted ness of her
lines of
students for the past quarter century.
pet.
farce. To a basic comedy situation using the old confusion and mis' some of its effectiveness. Mr. Ulf, the'
A member of the "Old Guard",
Always consider the possibility of understanding technique have been added snappy dialogue, character picture of clean cut American youth
those who have taught at Wooster for
the soup having been stirred by variety, and a smash surprise ending. Director Craig, with his unerring that women of all ages adore, especialtwenty-fivyears or more, Frederick
something other than an oldgum sense of the humorous and the hammy
ly when it's in uniform, lacked, unWall Moore joined the faculty here
has made a finished product of every '
shoe.
derstandably enough, the "overseas
in 1918, after receiving his AB here
look" accredited to him in the dia
5. The "snatch and grab it" method farcical situation provided. And what
in 1914 and his MA from Ohio State
logue. Yet his impulsive ardor was
should be curtailed as much as pos raw material! The aisles in our Little
in 1917. During the first world war
Theatre are slightly small for an al
handled in a way that would have
sible.
he served in an army hospital overmost capacity audience to roll in coldone
credit to any veteran and paid
r
6. Leave
food and water on
seas and then returned to Wooster
lectively, but 173 laughs (not counthis fare in either love or war. His recithe table, not in the surrounding
campus. He had previously taught in
ing titters) bear witness to the fact
tation of There was a lady was sur
areas.
Cambridge and Hayesville high
that everyone was enjoying' himself to
prisingly mature. Ineffective rendering
7."As to the quality and quantity of the hilt.
schools'." Iii 1927 he deceived "M.Litt.
of poetry is embarrassing, but this
the food, the less said the better.
(Cantab.) from King's College, CamBriefly, here's the idea. Kid sister
was as welcome as a cup of cold water.
Thursday nightsace the time for all Miriam writes to soldier Bill in big
bridge. While in school there Mr.
Probably the handsomest couple on
you guys and gals to see how the other sister Ruth's name, supplemented by
Moore was affiliated with" the Sigma
the
stage was father and mother XCTihalf lives. Give the boys a chance to Ruth's picture. Ruth is engaged to Al
Chi fraternity and was elected to Phi
kins,
played by Jack Hunter and
see what it's like to have enough time bert. Bill arrives. Take it from there!
Beta Kappa.
Kathy
FraveL Mr. Hunter managed
to eat everything, and let the girls see One. might have thought-tha.the warportrayal of judge and
"In his undergraduate days he had lish' prof essor include his affection for some real speed and efficiency as
time humor of a pjay- so obviously
father,
a great interest in writing and Eng- cats and kids, aincl his slightly unusual
achieving
just the correct sug
"
"
in Kenarden dining hall.'
dated would lose its appeal but when
lish; and was then, as how," devoted penchant For collecting fountain pens.
gestion of the bench even in an armthe father of the family manages to
chair. In a part almost drunk with
to the drama. His zest for these sub- As a matter of fact, his taste for pens
build a laugh even around such- - a
jects, as well as his humor and friend- goes to such an
punch lines, his performance was good
he
always
Society
that
extent
toothless old saw as 'There's a war
liness, account for the
to the last drop of the curtain. Miss
gives Sheaffer pens when any occasion
Here's your chance, you
on," we concede the point.
popularity his classes have enjoyed
Fravel, with ber customary efficiency
for a gift arises. And you won't befellas. Pembroke at long last
Hartzler and Ulf Play Leeds
Shakespearean Comedy, The Drama, lieve this, but cross my heart it's
and a remarkable facility of exprestrue has opened its membership to men.
Any roughnesses in movement or
advanced composition for how many
sion, made Edith Wilkin a show in
he's given so many the company
meeting Tuesday night, the pres- tempo were fully redeemed by the dis
other professors would every member actually wrote him in appreciation o At a
herself. Her delightful primness alent members of the society debated tinct enunciation and
in a composition class write a thousand his
ternating with ber moments of help
publicity, no doubt, informally the advantages and disadacting for which the entire cast was
words a week?
lessness were projected with the maclubs and awarded notable. The play was admirably
naving travelled in r ranee and vantages of
cast,
turity necessary to her forty odd years.
CRAIG SCORES AGAIN
A great reader, Mr. Moore is rum- England, this eminent scholar, head o: the decision to the affirmative. Prof. with our old troopers turning in the
and resulted in truly satisfying efored to give the college library the Wooster's department of English since Frederick W. Moore, faculty advisor, substantial performances expected
of were exuberant and almost too con fect.
majority of its circulation, although 1944, has not only his own peerless approved the resulting vote.
them and the newcomers settin&thtm vincingly youthful. Miss Hamlet's
Strait ILlarious
Plans for the tea to be held Nov. 1 selves frighteningly high
perhaps that's a bit exaggerated it intellect from which to inform his
standards to attractive appearance was augmented
For Bruce Strait's Albert there en
may be only a half. Other personal classes, but also a wealth of colorful have been revised to make the affair live up to.
In the leads as Ruth and by her composure; her facial expres be nothing but praise. Inevital!y I
characteristics of this delightful Eng. background.
(Continued on Page 2)
Bill, Marjean Hartzler and Bud Ulf sions were adult, although limited in
(Continued on Page 2)
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ijlng The Issue

The year 1947 will prove to be a momentous one in the history
Wooster College. An enlarged student body, at increased faculty,
:nj numerous activities, both scholastic and extra curricuhr, will leep
.he college life moving at an accelerated pace. With these increased
jctivitie wiU also be added new responsibilities which, in past years,
too many people on the campus have neglected. The Big Four Drive
is often one of those neglected responsibilities.
It is 4 sorry blight when, reviewing the past records, we can
still point to numerous individuals who have not helped in any way
with this drive. This year, despite an increased enrollment, the Big
Four has cut its budget tremendously, partly because of the poor
cooperation on the part of people on this campus. We can point with
pride to the wor that has been done in the past and will yet be done.
in the future. For example, the college education of one. girl, a victim
of Tiazi torture, depends upon the success of this drive. We hope
in February, to bring this girl to our campus as a student, supported
activity,
by funds obtained through the Big Four. Our Wooster-nt'Indihandicapped by civil strife, must close its doors unless we can send them
a

aid.

Our own cambus organizations; T.W., Y.M., Freshman Forum,

and WJ7., are operating under handicaps and need the support of
every one. Many of the students on this campus are fortunate m being
able to attend this college. Let us then, by giving to the Big Four
Drive, allow other less fortunate to benefit from our generosity. Help
of poor cooperation and maKeJhisjyearj
wipe out the'
drive a success. 'We can do it.
Don Shawvcr, Chairman Big tour unvc
past-recor-

ds

-

.

Past -- Present -- Future
end. Activities and eyes are
on rolling out that welcome mat in the best
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hast that the lbresent does not always
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mummu
recognize. Homecoming is much more man a mere
of the Love Song and its
journey", it is more than the
unfailingly occurJo
that
tournaments
more than the
college
it is especially
this
us, the present tenants of
more
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Call it a glance into the future if you will, jor that s essennauy
H.-nn(is to u and more, its a bretty fair criterion of the
road a lot of us are going to be hiding down when the "good time
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days are over.
all
These "homecomers" aren't all prosperous and they're not
it
out
million
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started
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nappy, iviayoc
have
that
farm
sooner
would
them
and maybe some of
make
out in the flatlands ot HcbrasHa than a seai m me u. c. oC7i.
our sights and yan
Perhaps Homecoming is a good time to
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By BETSY JONES and M. J. BENNETT
How about d
eatinc in the dorms? This Question is now current
is arranging a Thursday night exchange be- hill.
Graber
Miss
on the
the
girls dining halls. Heres a sample of the
Kenarden
and
tween
opinions going around.
"No, I like to eat in my own fashion. I don't like women cramping
without spoiling
my style. There's plenty of time for
a fellow's meal." BiU Rati.
"It would be a good thing if it it MORE ON .
co-e-

co-educational-

ism

Ruth ii

carried out. It would provide a good opportunity for meeting
people, which hat been a recent com(Continued from Page 1)
plaint on camput. Mary Steinhilper. Strait's entrances are electrifying; in
"I enjoyed the pleasant company of the current case it was hilarious. His
women thit tummer (in the dining exact tense of comedy timing and hit
hall, that is) ; so I'd like to tee it con- complete identification with the character he it playing give hit performtinued. BUI Guyot.
ances a professionalized polish unex"The Thursday night date affair
pected on the amateur stage. His preit a good idea at it ttandt. However,
cise speech and expressions, hit rufI really like eating teparately; it gives
dignity, and hit expertly
fled, wet-he- n
you a chance to talk tome things over
inserted business, kept last night's audd
with the girls. If we did have
ience in gales of mirth they are not
eating, the fellows would end up sitlikely to experience often.
ting together and the girls together;
Miriam, the younger generation's
Ann Reid.
so why bother?
gift to political tcience, was capably
"Sounds like a good idea to me." played by Marjorie Yaple in an inHughHayward terpretation consistent with shirt, skirt,
thing if it's and bobbysox, without the nauseating-l- y
"It" would be
insulting conception of adolescence
not strictly a date affair. There should
be a large exchange between the adopted by the movies
a refreshing
relief. Her voice would improve, howdorms. Shirley Kenan.
"We did it when I was a freshman, ever, with more variety of pitch; the
efI'm- all for it. Fellows get more to sustained shrill tones lose their
fectiveness and become grating.
eat then; girls don't eat so much."
Dick Swanson as the sergeant is at
Chuck Stocker
his
comic best in his vehement de"I like the idea of an exchange of
of the fool's errands his
students on Thursday nights only. Do nunciation
superior officer sends him on,: and his
not make it a date affair though.
the wedding scene.
-- Lorell Dennis serious best in
Marilyn Geib as Bill's sister is especial"I think it't a good idea, but I don't ly notable for a very pleasing voice,
think it'll work because the fellows
although her speech became unnaturwon't cooperate."
Jack Ernst.
ally distinct at times, with a stilted re"I'm against it. Women take too sult
that detracted from her natural
long to eat." Jack Dritt.
charm.
"I like it because you can take as
Dora, the maid, was played by Jan
long as you wish to eat and because Johnson at her clownish best. Her
the company is nicer than the other gum chewing and carpet slippered
Bill CampbeU.
six nights of the week.
slouch provided comedy setting with
"Co-eeating would improve the every appearance. Verne Snyder, in
manners and dining room dress of the infinitesimal but vital part of the
the students. Also the fellows and girls sailor, might have been a first cousin
would have a better chance to get ac- of Mortimer Snurd. At a point where
Kathy Lautentchlager.
quainted."
it is inconceivable that anything more
"If it improves Kenarden, I'm all could happen, he does, and he performs the function admirably.
for it!" Harley McGhee.
effectively

"Dear

co-e-

od

a-go-

dHftL

i

I

1

char-acter-

na-ion- al

"...

who knows whether
the vie dances twenty years from now
do not make her more sport than will be . . .
he makes me?"
Food rationing is, of course, moving
Gee-eye- s
whose booties crunched
along as scheduled. And people know
he coral of the Pacific will undoubt-dl- y there't rationing because they've read
bend a large and listening ear about it in the papers. After all, it
o any political mention of the dough-oot- 'i takes time to awaken from a prolonged
friend and companion, "Dug-u- t happy apathy. No use going overDoug." Especially when it appears board about this thing
all of which
hat Wisconsin, which state will
someattitude
prevalent
places t he
the benefit of his civilian resi- - where between an interested" indifferlence, thinks he might be a fine-typ- e
ence and an enthusiastic nonchalance.
residential candidate not to men- - Restaurateurs can't seem to get their
ion a MacArthur for President Com-nitteof each others pockets long
which is beginning to roll in hands out
enough
to shake on anyind of a co
ind around the vicinity of the Windy
3ry. Naturally, Col. Robert R. Mc operative savings agreemenrWHouse- 2ormick, that man with the Chicago wives serve meat on poultryless days
saper, is doing his wee bit to tell the and chicken on meatless days. But
:olkt what good things Doug standi
some of the families in' Europe can't

observed:

Dear Editor:
I was rather surprised at the letter,
signed "Anonmout", published in last
week's issue.
Mr. Anonymous, obviously a fresh- man, describes Kenarden noon meais
at "lousy". In tpite of the fact that I
am one of those obnoxious radicals
who wear a red tie on Sunday and always gripe about something, from the
capitalist system, down to the bright-nes- t
of the power plant in the nocturnal golf course, this is one exceptional
case in which I feel I should come to
the defense of good old status quo.
I, and many other hardboiled and ex
perienced Kenarden lunch consumers,
think that Kenarden meals are better
this year than last year, and that they
certainly do not deserve the brutal
term "lousy". Mr. Anonymous has
evidently never eaten anything except
Thanksgiving Dinners before.
Sincerely yours,
Demetrio Boersner
,;

Frosh Feature Hayride

MORE ON

.

.

.

Choir

What to Qut
Monday, Oct. 260xford debaters.
Tuesday, Oct. 27 No chapel.
Wednesday, Oct. 28 Margaret Bird,
Harp recital
Big Four Pro
Thursday, Oct4 29
gram, Miss Simone Courbot
Friday, Oct. 30 President Lowry.

Tradition Floods Back
With Returning. Alumni
HARRIET HALL
for Homeis the
will
be
Alumni
pouring back
coming.
the 1947
the
comparing
campus,
to
By

Tradition

key-not-

e

Wooster with Wooster pf bygone days
reviving memories of years past,
remembering
other Homecomings.
has
Yet this annual pilgrimage
changed very little in the twenty-nin- e
years of its existence.
Homecoming originated in 1919
when Wooster's enrollment was about
700. The day consisted of a football
game which the Scots won, a bonfire
and a variety show in the gym in the
evening. The next year, the Home
coming play was instituted. The attrac
tion was "Polly in Politics" in which
one Howard Lowry had a role.
1927 saw the first awarding of the
Decoration Cup. Livingston was re
cipient of the coveted award. And
that same year, "Ibby" Coyle charmed
her audience with her portrayal of
Judy Abbott in "Daddy Long-Legs.- "
Many changes have come about since
the first Homecoming in 1929, when
the students and visitors gathered
about a bonfire to enjoy an evening of
fellowship and song.
Wooster has a score to settle with
Muskingum tomorrow. The Muskies
brought the Scots defeat on their
twentieth Homecoming. Let's not establish a tradition in that field.
All is not all old tradition, however.
This marks only the second year both
for the Homecoming Queen and the
Frosh salute to past classes.
Welcome back, Alumni. We hope
you like our interpretation of the traditions you founded and that you
enjoy our additions to the growing
institution of Wooster Homecoming.

Giving leap year a gentle push,
(Continued from Page 1)
Freshman Forum girls have been on
will present for the first time in
choir
the loose this week securing dates for
Bach's "Passion According
Wooster,
the Dutch Treat Hayride scheduled
St.
Matthew".
to
Members of the
or Hallowe'en night.
Wooster Symphony Orchestra will
Novelty is the keynote in the re
play the instrumental parts; among
verse date affair. Not only do the boys
the vocal soloists' will be the tenor
'
sit in their rooms this time waiting
Harold Haugh who is known through'
for the phone to ring, but after ac
out the country for his masterly sing'
cepting an invitation must hand over
ing of this most taxing part.
fifty cents to seal the bargain. Likewise,
each girl delves in her purse for her
half of the dollar to be presented
when she makes reservations for a
place on the four wagons.
After meeting in front of Hoover
the eighty fresh
at seven forty-fivmen, sophomore advisers, and chap
erones will clatter off in 'the tractor- - FRIDAY, OCTOBER 24
Babcock Field
7:17
Bonfire Pep Rally
.
drawn caravan to a waiting bonfire on
Home
Rally
..President's
After
Speech
by
Lowry
President
'or. Isn't that ginger-peachy- ?
a farm. There the hungry horde will
Scott Auditorium
8:00
"Dear Ruth" Production ..........
arrange
such
work
cagey
seem
out
to
Juke-joihabitues are catting bale
be served cider and donutt to feed SATURDAY, OCTOBER 25
ful eye these dayt toward the little ments. Maybe it't because they're ob their bodies, and group music for their
1
Band Rehearsal
.. .... Lower Kauke
..
Home-comin2:00
Parade
of
Queen
Honor
in
nan in the black top hat; tome are serving eatless days.
spirits.
.'.
Stadium
Wooster vs! Muskingum
2:17
:
will take place after the
. Sign-up- s
Alumni Reception
Babcock Hall
4:30
forum panel discussion on what'i
Scott Auditorium
8:00
"Dear Ruth" Production
Home-comin- g
right and what's wrong at the regular
........Gymnasium
8:30
...
Dance
"
9:17 meetings on Sunday. For those SUNDAY, OCTOBER 26
Lower Galpin
Freshman Forum
9:17
.
who forget to snag dates or money,
Home-comin- g
Memorial Chapel
Church Service
11:00
.
be
will
the
representative
there
in
a
By COMMODORE SLOOPWANGLE
:
Chapel
Organ Recital, Prof. R. T. Gore
.4:30
.
Senate room from 2:30 to 7:30 thi
Quinby
Quadrangle
7:00
Sing
with'
durl?
old
Coop
Slommodore
Well,
a
So you want a gate
following day. Only the first forty
Lower Kauke
Westminster Fellowship
7:00
jvanele is just the right bum to rtoint to for coyers. Every woman,
couples will be able to share the fun, MONDAY. OCTOBER 27
Whamster's fair doozels included, has a half warmed fish within her
,Lower. Babcock
4:30 - Modern Dance, Beginners
...-- .,
4:00-7:3- 0
Babcock Lounge
heart; all you have to do is fulwill the fish. The instepple hish is to
Reception for Oxford Debaters
..
.
.
Chapel
, 4s 1 7 Men's Glee Club .
.
.
;ooze the churl, and don t be choverly oozy; you re not Fowrone Tire. MORE ON
Lower
Kauke
,
Orchestra
4:30
String
..........;
proolf
infing
her
unwincipled
third
,
specter,
unless you're an
Chapel
Oxford Debate
.
8:00
,
on
leap
filming
dashund,
a
If she's
:
......
.
Senate Meetinjt
.
9:00
j... Senate Room
vith your cooking. (Okay, okay, we her in the eye, lookidentally to all in
OCTOBER
TUESDAY.
28
(Continued
from
Page
1)
Make
and
it a stilly
purptentt.
Lower Babcock
jiow it's pronounced tecktoond; don't noses
Modern Dance. Advanced
....
4:30
chair, and fall on the wocus behind R. A. F. 'officer, is president of the
Lower Kauke
you
After
Band Rehearsal
dacknical.)
have
4:30
so
Chapel
Girls' Chorus
...
4:40
foot- - her. Exercare great size here, or shi O. U. S. is especially active in litera
ootled on a set table dam-loos- e
Congressional
Room
Club
7:00
Concessional
drama.
and
have
bells
ture
may
think
in
you
your bat
'el, and if you're still furth enough
Chapel
Choir
7:00
fry.
You've
sewn
shelf
now
your
to
'o go doper, here's the droolproof
Sir Boyle will speak in Chapel on
Lower Babcoock
7:00
Student Liberals
big-toimerator. In a dupple o: Monday morning. Attendance will be
Chapel
Community Concert
8:00
7oopsUngIe fan. It's a bit plastic, be a
keys, the will eye her batlathet at you, taken
stonker,
OCTOBER
29
WEDNESDAY.
coop
day
this
have
instead
the
to
of
cus
on
to
don't
ut you
Lower Babcock
and that's your mew, so don't kiss it. tomary Friday Chapel hour. Mary
Modern Dance, Beginners
4:30
nyvty. When you heat her in the
Babcock
.
....
Meetina
YWCA
6:47
Disper
something
wethless,
like,
Ellen Frazier, David Blackshear and
isuls or elsewhere, don't lelp at her
7:00
YMCAMeetina
Grocca-Morrglue
from
the
"What's
.....1
John Compton will act as student
Lower Kauke
f you cam hook it. In other birds,
.
Full Orchestra Rehearsal
7:17
Scoopsome?"
hosts. All members of the faculty and THURSDAY. OCTOBER 30
ud, ignore her; it ifl prumble her
Lower Babcock
Simp, don't you thinkle? And
student body interested in attending a
Modern Dance. Advanced
4:30
Vminine hide. Now the thought plick- Lower Kauke
Band Rehearsal
4:30
bet
doesn't
it
stew,
f
you
a
English
ewboaken
the
debaters
in
honor
of
ready
for
tep
tea
you're
and
Lower Kauke
....,.......................
Club
t
Glee
Men's
7:00
hile you're hunting for the wait-?- i groans, you can always go and play are invited to meet at 4:00 P.M. Mon
Chapel
Girls' Chorus
7:00
with
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day
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you
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Party
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By RAE PALUMBO
Galpin was unusually quiet except for Miss Custus, secretary to..
Dean Golder, who was frantically looking for someone or something
first upstairs then downstairs. Art Murray, seeing my bewildered
look, invited me into his office to browse around while I waited for
Dr. Delbert Lean to arrive for our scheduled interview. Promptly
at 11:30 a deep, familiar voice cheerfully greeted someone on the
Galpin stairs,
ttairt, Good
morning. It 1
uood morning
good to tee you." I quickly left Mr.
Murray's artistic display of pictures
and hurried out to meet Dr. Lean.
He looked the same, acted the same
and in fact was the same at when he
left Wooster last year. Our ' former
head of the Speech Department is
glowing with health and bubbling over
with the happiness of meeting old
friends.

1

Freshmen and Sophomores who
have not had the opportunity of
knowing Dr. Lean have missed a vital
part of Wooster. He has become a
tradition just like his interpretation
of Dickens' Christmas Carol, of the

conducted a two weeks' speech clinic
a busman's holiday. "We taw all that
tourists usually see while in the West,"
reported Dr. Lean. The last dayt of
April found the Leant in their Wisconsin summer home. It was there'
that they entertained Mr. and Mrs.
Bangham. Mr. Bangham, head of the
Biology Department, is on leave this
year for special research. Prexy
Lowry was also a guest for a week. Of
Prexy's visit Dr. Lean said, "Under
my tutelage he became more or less
of a fisherman. He slept like a log
until he acquired the worst sunburn
I ever taw when I left him alone for
a few hours on the lake. The sunburn
kept him awake for three nights but
it didn't keep him from fishing. On
the morning he left he caught a 2 J2
pound bass which made him depart in
most joyful mood. We wished he
could have stayed longer but not even
the prospect of lazy fishing could induce him to do so."

Writing and Relaxing
it should seem that all Dr.
Lean's absence hat been spent in
merely joyous traveling and fishing
lessons for our college president, I
shall be quick to clarify the issue. Our
retired Speech Head wrote several
essays for the Christian Herald. "It't
wonderful, thrilling experience to
write and to find someone who actually
wanted to read it," laughed Dr. Lean
in comment.
As far as his life on campus Dr.
Lean has this to say, "The Little
Theatre is my special interest and I'm
happy about its progress in my absence. I have the keenest interest in
the dramatic program here and it
DR. LEAN
makes me extremely happy to have
kind of professor and friend students the department in Mr. Craig't capable
love best. .This article is to acquaint hands."
During the interview, Dr. Lean
you with Dr. Lean and for those of
you who already know him to bring greeted people passing by. At one
you news of him. Our interview took point he said, "The best part of going
place on a bench just behind Galpin away and it't pleasant to go away
I sat and listened taking occasional is the time of coming back. The
notes from which I am reporting scenery and change are interesting but
what follows.
not as interesting as friends are back
home."
A Winter in California
Lest

d

AfteT
By JACK BOBBITT
Hnw thev love it! And being a provident character,
UuU undoubtedly wish to replenish your waning supply; for into the
imelight step the felines ot the nation as or iov. i. ixduuudi
I Tn and down the sidewalks ot our rair country, mese
K7l. nn
bells,
brerious creatures, complete with pink ribbons and tiny silver
that?
Whats
owners.
watchful
of
fvill parade under the adoring eyes
You don't like cats! air, you are even beginning to let their hair grow
peaking of one of the vertebrae in long. But even the vehement protestahe backbone of America. Cats, you tions of that class of college
s
nust admit, are an absolute essentialmusic
canned
to
who utilize
ly; why else would an entire week alleviate the rigours of studying are
set aside for them? There is falling on deaf ears. The adamant
robably no other single issue of
Petrillo has finally sounded the note
importance with which the peo- - on recordings; so after Sandy Claus
le of this country could so profitably time this year there'll be no more
:oncern themselves. Or as Montaigne, transcriptions or recordings needled
peaking of these grimy grimalkins, out. If Caesar has his way, think how

Letters to the Editor
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WELCOME.

Dr. Lean Comes Home io Voosior;
Revives Christmas Carol Custom

- But

-

This is Wooster's big fall wee
riveted

Friday, October 24, 1947

la flte

Madmbi

Part of last winter the Leans spent
in California and Arizona and the
rest in the Rio Grande Valley in
Southern Texas. While there Dr
Lean related they met 30 or 40
Woosterians at a reception given by
A. C. Ransire, of Smithville, who hat
the largest citrus fruit project in the
whole of the valley.

Yes,- - Dr- .- Lean, and - those friends
you speak of, are glad to have you
back. We await with anticipation your
beautiful presentation of the Christ
mas Carol this year and feel indeed
just as you do that you will "pick up
where I left off." Welcome home, Dr.
and Mrs. Lean. We've missed you.

Wooster Theatre

Mr. Ray Dix of the Wooster Daily
Record will be the apex of an informal
discussion in the Voice office next
Tuesday evening Oct. 28 at 7:30.
Journalism will be the general topic
under fire with special stress on the
fundamental
points of good
news-writin-

FRIDAY SATURDAY
Two Hits

9-1-

g

William Powell

All-Colle-

Debating

1

p

a,

pie-gon- g

.

.

from Page 1)
l
a
party. The time will be 3
place Kauke Lounge.
and
the
p.m.
Both men and women who are vitally
interested in literary pursuits are urged
to attend. The deadline date for application-manuscripts
is still Nov. 18.
Copy, which should contain at least
two manuscripts and one of . them
prose, may be turned in at Babcock
desk. The usual practice of using a
pen name and enclosing the author's
real name in an envelope with the
titles of the manuscripts . has been
authorized for this year's aplications.
(Continued

DonCoypte"
Y

Red Skelton
in

"Menton of the Movies"
S.

Joan Crawford
Van Heflin

Aspirants to membership, both men
and women, are reminded before they
jump at the opportunity that the intentions and purposes of Pembroke
remain the same, and they are literary.

"Possessed"

"My life has been the poem I would "have writ.
But ! could not both live and utter it."
Thoreau.

ge

:

.

coke-tai-

"Adventures of
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"Song of the
Thin Man"
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The meeting will be open to anyone with journalistic inclinations.

Myrna Loy in

:

It's Simple, Just Fulfill Her Wish
If You Want a Gate With a Dirl

g.
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Journalists!

!

While in California at San Ansel
emno Theological Seminary, Dr. Lean
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By LARRY "Flip" PIPER

The (port staff would like to pay
j tribute to three of the grandest
portsmen and competitort with which
hat come in contact: Dale Klingen- kith, George Bare, and Quentin
floody. The latter two are ndw
in that friendly neighbor.
bod crematory, otherwise known at
lygeia Hall.
Klingensmith and Bare were out- anding lettennen on Wooster's' 1946
potball squad. Although injuries sus-tained in the '46 teaeon
have obliged them to tit
out tomorrow' Hometo-burni- ng

'

aj

coming, it it appropriate that we remember
and acknowledge their

playing

inspirational

lhich contributed 10 much to the 21-- 0
Bating administered to Denison on
Ye Homecoming of '46.
Moody it the little gamester who
r oke hit leg in a recent toccer game.
uent wat one of the key members
;
the Independent team, which wat
e champion of the Intramural Baseball League"4ast tpring.
George and Quent would appreciate
ky caller able to dispel the gloom of
e local "pill"-or- y
. , . after all, one
in take jutt to much of that Hygeia
ink!
.-

-.

k
.

Slip me a bromo and call me Doc
icoby for now it's my turn to hand
it a "Band-Aid.- "
Tit a tad note that Wooster"!
magicians are obliged to
ark their personable s(h) elves on the
tnporary bleachers directly opposite
:verance Stadium's concrete stands,
admire the Scots' sporting gesture
l allowing the visitors' band to squat
i the more densely (and you don't
iow how dense) populated side of
e field, but is it necessary? This
doesn't think so.
mer-music- al

col-nni-

st

Wooster's group of melodious tune-ai- t
hs are one of the few collegiate
inds to carry their tuning forks to
e tide of the field oppotite from that
l which the local fant are slumber-g- .
On teeing the Scot band prance
f the field at halftime to their grand-s- e
seats on 'tother tide of the field,
ie receivet the distinct impression
at the band it being demoted for
perhapt for the failure
efficiency

their opponents' "T".
Nothing is further beyond the truth.
tquad
rooster possesses a
kilts
musical knightt. The
are
lashily effective as a result of the
lorful halftime demonstrations in
kich our Scottish plaid lads and las- s perform.
Why Ostracize Band?
Instead of ostracizing Wooster's
ymbal" of entertainment, I suggest
Mailing it as the centerpiece of the
ck and Gold's school spirit! Such
change would enable the band to add
the noisy enthusiasm of a pigskin
ksh and also to join with the Scot
eer leaders in order to produce huz- hs of a more harmonious nature,
id if the band were situated among
e students, the distortion of music by
as is the case
mischievous wind
with
Mr.
Frank's clan across the
w
cross

well-drille-

d

v

Id

would be impossible.

Temporary Bleachers Could Be
Erected in Front of Stand
To combat the confusion which in
ftably arises when the band prepares
eave the stands for halftime festivi
s, why not have it placed in front
the concrete stand itself? This could
accomplithed without impairing
lectators' vitiont by arranging chain
a band formation or uting tlx sec
nt of temporary bleachert with
ly three rowt of teats.
The performance of Wooster's band
It one of the few encouraging fea
of last Saturday's Denison game.
Lny a drooping spirit was lifted by
sight and sound of the kilt clad

Denison Drubs
Wooster

Tommy Lykos Starts at tackle
lit Wooster's 29th Hqipecoming

29-- 0;

Kennedy Stars

Denison turned the homecoming
tables on Wooster last Saturday, 28-but as far as the Scott were concerned
it wasn't "oak". Denison thus gained
revenge for the 21-defeat suffered
at the hands of Wooster on the Scots'
homecoming day of '46. The 28-- vic
tory marked Denison's fourth straight
win and preserved the Big Reds' un
blemished record. It was Wooster's
third loss as against one win.
The Granville eleven romped to the
28-- 0
victory in a convincing and easy
fashion. In the 32 game football history of the two schools, only three
worse defeats have been inflicted on
the Scots by Denison: in 1904 (33-0- ),
and in 1939 (40-6- ).
1909 (33-6Wooster at least scored a touchdown
in the latter two games.
Wooster Had Edge In First Downs
Although outscored by the Big Red,
0
the Scott had a
edge in first
downs. Wooster's inability to score can
be attributed to the acute astigmatism
it developed whenever the opposition's
30 yard line wat reached. The Black
letter.
and Gold made virtually all their first
downs at or about mid-fiel0,

0

0

),

11-1-

d.

Denison't best and most successful
play of the afternoon shot a back in
motion to the left side (the strong
side). The quarterback instead gave
the ball to one of the secondary who
circled the right or weak side behind
good blocking. This play was directly
responsible for the Big Reds' first and
third touchdowns.
Rupp Scores Denison's First TD
Ed Rupp took the kick on the Deni
son 20 yard line and returned to the
36. Chalking up three first downs, the
Big Red moved to Wooster's 23 yard
line. The Scots apparently had the
drive stopped by holding Denison to a
three yard loss on two running plays.
Then it happened! Ed Rupp behind
perfect blocking scooted 28 yards
around Wooster's left end for Deni
son's first touchdown. Wehr converted
to make the score
Shortly before the end of the first
period Wooster began a drive from its
own 18 yard line which carried to the
Scot 38 before a penalty for too much
time and a recovered fumble halted
the march.
Quarterback Culp't 20 yard past accounted for Denison't tecond tcore.
Wooster Drives to Denison't 23
Wooster's Miney Busack returned
the second half kickoff to the 28 yard
line. Kennedy got off a nice 27 yard
run to Denison't 4) for a Wooster first
down. A Busack to Lane pass picked
up another first down on the Denison
32, but Weir chilled the threat by intercepting Kennedy's pass on the 29.
7--

0.

From their 23 Denison roared for
their third touchdown. This time Rupp
ripped 47 yards on the same weakside
end run that had netted the Big Red
their first TD. Not the least bit weary,
Wehr again converted for a 21-- 0 lead.
Phillips made the Big Reds' fourth
TD on a line buck from the one yard
marker.
Wooster Threatens in Final Period
Wooster finally started to roll late

hit

"

Quality Dairy Products
ICE CREAM
BUTTER, MILK
)3 N. Bever

Ph. 319

Besides playing football this boy
Lykos really gets around the campus,
President of Pi Sigma Alpha (National Honorable Poly Sci Fraternity),
Speaker of Congressional Club, and

p

odds-on-fav-

let-term-

ot

6.

g

All-Ohi-

o

all-Ohi-

o

back-fiel- d

Harriers Place

Third Ai Wesleyan

After graduation from high school
Art went sailing in a P. C. with Uncle
Sammie's battle fleet. The boat wasn't
large enough for North Canton's package of dynamite to pursue the pigskin
so he was obliged to abandon the
of the Red Cross are but shoat for a couple of seasons. At the
a few of Tommy's extras.
expiration of his time he enrolled at
The Muskies should have their (fish- Wooster last September and, together
ing?) tackles full taking care of the with his studies, concentrated on the
Bulldog tomorrow, 'cuz Lykos just nev- manly art of mouse trapping his colco-chairm-

an

legiate football opponents. Coach
t,
realizing Schneider's versatility,
employed him at either guard or tackle
whichever the case. called, for.
Having already earned one letter
in 1946 Art made sure of a starting
(Continued on page 4)
Swi-gar-

Slippery Scatbacks
Furnish Thrills in
Intramural League

The Scot harriers placed third at
Wesleyan in a field of four
cross country teams, including Ohio
Wesleyan, Case, and Capital as well as
A plethora of slippery scatbacks
Wooster. Wesleyan's 29 points topped now dot the landscapes of the intrathe field, the 42 Case made allowed it mural loop much to the evident enjoy
to place second, Wooster took third ment of the rabid sideline rooters.
with 76 points, and Capital finished
Altogether
Ohio

PROBABLE STARTING

LINEUP
MUSKINGUM

sixteen backs accounted

last with 102.

for touchdowns in this week's games.
Quentin Brelsford set a new course Fourth used six backs to score TDs
record
while Seventh employed four
very excellent time of 17:11 over the
Individually Dick Snoddy led the
3.4 mile course. Stan Siders, captur- scoring
parade with four pavdirt
ing fifth place, was Wooster's best
drives. Chuck Leety, Dave Clyde, and
runner of the day. Sy Satow placed Bruce Bigelow scored
three each. Walt
ninth, Bill Campbell 11th, Bill John- Locker, Ed Snyder,
Slick Gaver. Bruce
ston 13th, and Bill Monroe 16th.
Strait, "Fingers" Wagner, and Jerry
Both Case and Wooster had trekked Tarkington each accounted for
two.
to Delaware with the impression that
Topheavy scores were the rule and
they were to stage a dual cross country
not the exception. Fourth buried the
meet with Ohio Wesleyan instead of
Independents and Ninth under the
a four school meet. What's the matter, lopsided
.
Sevscores of '30-- and
Wesleyan," couldn't any of the Big
enth smothered Ninth 42-- while Fifth
Ten teams make the trip?
greased the skids under the IndependNext Wednesday the Scots are hosts
24-to the Case harriers, and a week from ents,
tomorrow Oberlin will furnish the opIn other games Fifth took the
position. The cross country runners measure of Kappa Phi
Sixth
will finish in front of the football
measured the Frosh
First eased
stadium before the opening kickoff
by
Eighth
and
Third
forfeited
of the Wooster-Oberligame.
in-winning-t-

in-t- he

he-event-

42-0-

0

0

0.

6--

12--

18-1-

King
Shriver
Bline
Carroll
Moses
Forgrave
Biegler

LE

LT
LG
C
RG
RT
RE"
QB
LH

Sabock.
Jeffers
Abel

RH

Turner

FB

,

183
220
132
170
200
210

LE
LT
LG
C
RG
, RT
RE
QB

lanih
Twitchell
Kennedy
Nouse
Busack

to Second.

Undefeated Fifth, Second, and

had failed, Kennedy set sail around
right end to the 33 yard line for a first
down. After recovering a fumble for a
loss of 3 yards, Kennedy cracked the
line for 7 yards and then completed a
10 yard pass to Baird on the 23 for
the Scots' 11th first down. But the

It

was Wooster's

worst

football
especially in

To those of. you who enjoy a "Bucket of Blood" western, nuke it a
point to ride herd on tomorrows 29th Homecoming Day game be
twixt the Wooster Scots and the undefeated Muskies of Muskingum.
Saturday s clash has all the "cleaMnarks" of a bang-up- ,
rootin'tootin,
thriller.
Muskingum Boasts Undefeated Record
the breakaway running of John Abel
Coach JohnnySwigart'spigskin
charges for the fifth straight time will and Roy Turner. Bob White, however,
be pitted against a team employing is the gent whose educated to decided
Muskingum-ft J
the T formation; and for the fourth the outcome of the
convcr-sion- s
conflict.
Counting
his
three
will
the
Scots,
time
attempt to besmirch
in thereafter game, White has
the undefeated record of an opponent.
split
uprights nine straight times
the
Coach Ed Sherman boasts his
without
miss.
a
typically hard charging, over aggresfrom the nAM formation,
Operating
sive New Concord eleven, which thus
will place their hopes
usual
Wooster
as
far has compiled a four game winning
sterling lineplay of
for
victory
the
on
skein. Capital, Heidelberg, Canterbury,
Sam
Curry
and
Schneider, and
Art
and W 8t J were all dumped by die
of
climax
scatback Jim
the
running
wayside by the respective score of
Kennedy.
14-21-and
The Scots,
Wooster Lead in Series
in contrast, have won one while toeing
'
Seven Games to Six
three.
The
football
Black and Magenta Have
rivalry extends back to the year. 1916
Outscored Opposition
In their four victories to date, the when the Black and Gold triumphed,
All told, the Scots and Muskies
Black and Magenta have rung the bell 47-have
played
17 games, Wooster winfor 63 points an average of 13.7
Muskingum
ning
seven,
six, and four
points per game. The opposition, on
ending
ties.
in
the other hand, has scored 20 points
all by W 6C J. Last Saturday's MusScot griddera have been involved m
kingum
Washington & Jefferson 33 ties in their 372 game football hisgame marked the first time the tory. Four of these 33 ties have been
Muskies' 1947' goal line had been recorded with Muskingum a the op
breached.
ponent. Thus, of the 17 games played
Wooster's 1947 offensive record reagainst the Muskies,
have
veals 19 points in four games an
ended in separations (stale mate to
average of 5 points a game in comparison to the oppositions' 92 points you).
If last year's
or an average of 23 points a game.
tie at Muskingum
Scots Outweigh Muskies
was any indication, more than
I
The Scots will outweigh die visitors uiuiup
.:ti c
win
dc ipuicct on severance
from New Concord From end to end Stadium turf
29th
in tomorrow's
Wooster averages 192 lbs. per man as
.
game.
Homecoming
Like Winston
against Muskingum's average of 186
gridlbs. per lineman. The Wooster backs Churchill,
average 178 lbs. per man while the iron classics provide an imposing
Muskie secondary sports the very light array of "blood, sweat and tears."
average of 139 lbs. per speedster.
Scot cohorts hope that the latter eleCoach Sherman, will have 21 letter- - ment will be far the most dominant
men available for duty in tomorrow's factor of Saturday's game in the ,
tussle, fourteen of whom play in the Muskingum camp.
W

7-- 0,

0,

---

21-2- 0.

0,

."

Wooster-Muskingu-

forward wall. Whereas

187
186
187
170
184
171
171

undoubtedly
lettermen:

Wooster will

call upon all
Miney

Busack,

of its
Johnny

12

JollifPs Auto Supply
Automotive Rpelacement Parts
Tires, Batteries, Sporting Goods

Phone

13

.

156

The gridiron merchants from the
other side of the Presbytery feature

You Get Both For

37 c

Styled by Kramer

A Big 454c Value

938-- R

On The Square

Tho UE17

East Liberty Street

Miss Huskea

Our

MM
CALL PEN
priced at an amazing

"ELMO"

3 t

98

NO IUXUIY TAX

WILL BE IN OUR
COSMETIC
DEPARTMENT

brings foiftmooth
writing performance
of a sensible pric

W

Friday-Saturda-y

STOP IN FOR

Tek
29c

Phone

Muskies Attack

Plus

Value

Clarkcs Studio

Abel, Turner, White Feature

WEARING APPAREL

25c

TOOTH BRUSH

CALL

Always First With The Latest

Tumbler
Value

Classroom or dorm

...

you'll love this one for

sturdy good looks

... amazing

flexibility.

$4.98

FREE
.

'

FACIAL

:

--

v

CONSULTATION

fN

J

The
laR Pee is
product of Many month
of research end develop.
Mat work cmd is backed
ky an AH Tie Guarantor
It is designed scientifically
le give tka utmost ie bat.
eiice and writing ease. The
barrel U ceast'rwcredle'

tare

plttiic-t- he

ssekal

cop sparkles to
brtgkV
silver finish. The stwrdy,

dt

clip safeguard,
egainit lass, tang Ttete

I

Writing Ftotwr- n- Special,
ly developed
f
Ink flew steadily, withowi
skips. Adequate supply t
btot-prae-

J

1

ester several ysart e
trouble-tre- e

writing.

Alt TIMI
tUAIANTtt

Y

and GREETING CARDS
For All Occasions

You Save 17c

Jan Lin Shop

IIUSKOFF DRUGS

219 East Liberty. Street
4 doors from Wooster Theatre

Wooster Hotel Bldg.

.

IDEAL FROCKS
LADIES

Unbreakable

'..

Photographs
of distinction

Sam Curry, Bob Coccia, Dave Knight,

Special

.

F O R

..

Guzzo, Jim Kennedy, Kenny Nouse,
and Billy Shinn in the backfield; and
Lykos,
Lane, Tommy
Buck
Pontius and Art Schneider in the line.

Sev-ent- h

2

L-

Joe

still top the league.

m

0.

CONSULTANT

Rhinestone Jewelry
GIFTWARE-STATIONER-

WOODY ACHAUER

Wooster-Muskingu- m

0,

2,

By

Il

170
155
150
165
165

232

FB

Woosier Banks on Line and Kennedy's Rushing

1

212
191
179

LH
RH

Eleven

12-1-

WOOSTER

Coccia
Ziemke
Curry
Pontius
Schneider
Lykos

Of Undefeated Muskie

one-four- th

0,

n

the aerial department. Completing but
three of 19 passes, the Scots were the
victims of three pass interceptions and
had 13 incompleted overhead tosses.
Wooster's overhead game seemed as
listless as a day in June.
Kennedy's Running Highlights Game
J'im Kennedy's driving spirit and
fine runs were the highlights of an
otherwise dull game.
Sam Curry
turned in his usual scintillating game
as a line backer, aided and abetted
by the fine line play of Joe Lane and
Art Schneider. Kenny Nouse and Jim
Eden also performed well in the Wooster backfield.
Denison
14
0
28

an

both sports.

er stops digging.

own 28 and zigzagged back to the
Wooster 43. After one aerial thrust

What do you say, gang? Let's band showing of the year
fcether to get Wootter't band where
belongt
on its own side of the
The Latest Fashion For That
Id and among its own students.
Special Occasion, Sparkling

Ideal Dairy

Scot

By CHUCK WILLIAMS
An important cog in Wooster's line
is artful Art Schneider, another in the
Scots' long list of watch charm guards.
Art is not in the least Communistically
inclined, but he constitutes the nearest
thing to a hammer opposing linemen
have seen all season. The Scots' 1$7
pound guard is a threat at all times.
A product of North Canton, Art
has absorbed large chunks of football
savvy from this hotbed of pigskin rivalry. The Hammer was a two year
at North Canton High SchooL
During this two year reign he mastered
both the tackle and guard positions.
Schneider did not, however, confine
his talents to the gridiron because he
felt just at home on both the hardwood
and diamond, being a letterman in

in the final period. Jim Eden intercepted a Denison overhead stab on his

Uip. Why should these prophets of gun sounded with Wooster still knock
skal mischief be without honor in ing on the door.
own land?

By JACK DRITT
That little guy continually gnawing
away at the opposing line it none other than Wootter't Tommy (Bulldog)
Lykos. A senior, Tom has starred, in
the Wooster backfield until this fall
when he made the switch to tackle.
He is doing a bang-ujob as the gaps
in the foes' forward walls will testify.
Lykos was outstanding in Wooster's
fierce battle against the
ite Kent State, which the Scots defeated 13-Tom proved a master at
ferreting out the Golden Flashes' plays
and Roxy-in(stripping to you) the
runner of his blockers..
Lykos Received
Honorable
Mention in '42
In high school Tom was a versatile
gridder, playing guard, tackle, and
fullback. As a freshman at Wooster,
Lykos won his numerals and, in addition to earning a letter in his sophomore year of '42, Tommy received
honorable mention in the
ratings.
You guessed it! Thirty-thre- e
months
working for his Uncle and back to the
Scots' sunny pastures. Last fall Lykos
played fullback and captured another

Scots Must Check Speedy Backs

Jirl Schneider

WALKER'S

SHOES
154 E. Liberty St.

D

RUG

S T O

RE

Orphans,
veterans' hous-

rated dorms, will b the
ing unit. Marrriaga certainly is
wonderful institution . , . Note to
someone who asked: Corsages are not
necessary for' the dance Saturday
night. Apologies to Cull, Poethig and
' "
the rest of our floral boys . .
Onward: Because no one could find
a square dance band (pause after the
dance) the Dad's Day function has
been changed to a Red Cross dance.
It will be held in the Gym, with a
band, with free refreshments on Nov.
8. Proceeds of the dance will be used
to purchase notebooks, paper and pen-cil- s
to send to European students . . .
Sadie Hawkins Day will be a reality
on campus Nov. 15 when the Senate
sponsored festivities get under way.
More plans will be announced in the
Per usual there will be
next Voice
night from 8:30
Friday
a Vic Dance
moved that
Benson
Herb
til 11:30.
every
purchased
be
records
four
Babcock.
lower
brighten
up
month to
-- A noble suggestion, Mr. Benson . . .

(Continued from Page 1)
Bob Nethercut,
Croghan; Second
Dick Smith; Third Herb Jones, Sam
Dick
Curry, Les Pritchard; Fourth
Harry
Ed
Snell,
Paul Love,
Graham,
Mangold, Tom Hazlett, Art Villwock;
Fifth Doug Preble, Ken Nouse, Jim
Weygandt; Sixth Jack Bobbin;
Phil
Jim Holroyd; Eighth
Martin; Ninth Ken Hart; Douglass
Hall Robert Meeker.

Sev-ent- h

Cynthia
For the girls: Babcock
TCole, Dot Dayton, Jo Garver, May
Munnell, Betty Myers, Mary Phipps,
Rosy Pierce, Jean Hodgson;
Beall
Nancy Clemens, Pat Hawk,
Hall
- Jane
Nan Slep; Campus Lodge

Another big project on the Y.M.GA.
calendar is that of sponsoring activi
ties and lending .leadership to Woos-ter'- s
newly inaugurated Boys' Town.
To date, work at Boys' Town has not
definitely been affirmed, but it is rea
sonably safe to say that assistance from
the Y.'M.CA. will be welcome.

...

Goldsword; Colonial Club Rosemary
Dougherty, Barbara Caler; Holden
ane McAfee, Jean McAfee, Jean Fa
a
t 14
gan, Lois n
Anex fcv
zunj vnoiaen
elynn Cheadle, Mary Frazier, Kate
Gurney, Sylvia Williams, Flo Jack- Barbara Hastings;
man; Hoover
Korner Klub
Jean Criswell, Nan
Damuth, Lyn Geib, Ruth Russ; Scon
Cottage Nancy Brown, Peggy Short;
Westminster Hall
Jane Sedgwick,
Representative- s- for - Bowman - Hall,
men
Miller Manor, and
will be announced later.

r-- ,

Y.M.C.A. has also assumed some
campus duties this year. Arrangements
have been made for the "Y" to
for all intra-mursports,
In addition, the Y.M.C.A. will have
charge of receiving the offering at all
pro-viderefere-

es

al

That Sangy Man: After the Senate
Woody
r
had sampled some
resumed.
business
sandwiches,
Paul
Woody wanted to see if the Senate
thought a snack bar in lower Babcock
would go over at Vic Dances. He'll
be on hand to sell hot dogs, sandwiches, cider, coke, et all, if the ad
super-dupe-

ott-camp-

church services.
To round off this list of its projects
and activities, the I.M.LA. has announced its programs for the next few
meetings of the group. They are

MORE ON
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(Continued from Page 1)
the day will be a full one. Dr.

C.

ohn L. Bates will deliver the Home
coming sermon in the Memorial Chap- 1
at 11 a.m. At 4:30 p.m. Mr. Gore
of the Music Department will give an
organ recital also in the Chapel. Dave
Blackshear will lead the
sing
which will officially end the celebra
tion until this same time next year
The sing will be sponsored by the Big
all-colle-

ge

'our.

WWST will broadcast an address1
by Carl V. Weygandt, Chief Justice
of the Ohio Supreme Court at 2:30
Sunday afternoon on the regular Col- ege radio hour.
Committees working to make the
end an enjoyable one are: Campus Decorations, Jim Bierly; Queen's
Manager, Dav Cull; Parade, Ed Pow
Home-comin- g
Dance, Rheetn
;
Hegner: Bonfire preparations, Ned
week

Johnson.

jUSTRlttWNtiV

us

W-

argus

21

.

Schneider

follows:
ministration okays his' plan. Between
Sen-atethe
Oct. 29 New members will be taken
mouthf ulls, his idea received
that
does
into the Y.M.C.A. at a candlelight
recommendation. How
initiation in lower Galpin Hall.
sound to you people?
Nov. 5 The Y. M. C. A. and the
Union Suit: It has been mentioned
-- Photo by AI Spritter
Y..W. C. A. will hold a joint meet-ing
some-thinto several of the members that
Pierson, Jo Garver, Meredith Hunter and Mar.
"Skippy"
Hagerman,
Eleanor
right
are
of
main
The
the
left
evening
from
to
Pictured
event
juke
the
should be done about
will be a quiz program.
gery Gillespie. The Queen and her court will reign over Homecoming Saturday.
box that's in the Union. Someone suggested that one should be purchased
which would be visible to everybody,
9
so that if your nickel is going to get
THE COLLEGE OF WOOSTER
was
put
Deen
Kay
lost you'd know it.
HOME-COMINTWENTY-NINT1
in charge of investigating this. Abo, 8
PHONE 427-the
service
12c-Hambur- gers
'twas mentioned that
4 7
19
points
Many
other
slow.
still rather
Flower For All Occasions
were brought up which will be
ORDER
OF
EVENTS
at the next SFRC meeting.
8
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 24
How about some student sentiment on

.

Homecoming

Big Four

Hi-Y'- s

Activities and entertainment for the
coming year were decided on at the
last meeting of the Y.M.C.A. held
Wednesday, Oct. 15. "Y" has planned
various projects to be carried out during the year.
Under the leadership of John Guz-s- o
one group will lend its services to
the downtown Y.MiGA." to help in
the supervision of the boys' work in
sports and handicrafts. Another group,
under Jack Bobbin, intends to work
with the orphans at the Children's
Home in Wooster. Their work will
consist in providing recreation for the
children.
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(Continued
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(Continued from Page 3)
play
position with excellent heads-u- p
ing in Wooster's fall football practice
and early grid games. The opposition
has felt his wrath in every game. The
Kent game found the Golden Flashes
pounding at Art's position all after
noon, but Art gave as good as he re
ceived.
Wooster has been greatly benefited
by Schneider's sparkling perfomance
This pulverizing lineman has shown
by his aggressive playing that the
Scots do not lack the will to y
Muskingum, beware Although the
Scot line has no block of granite, it
possesses the Hammer.

"
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YM Plans Include

t

MORBON

Queen and Court to Beautify Gridiron
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There's much more to the Argus 21
than meets the eye. Just sight through

'

the new, exclusive Markflnder and you'll
agree that it is the one candid camera
that permits you to

III

FASTIR I

SEI MORI I

Sll

IXACTLYI

you always get what you see.
And
Come in Bee the
SCQAQHk
'30.UO cue
wArgui21to4ay.
txclst Tax Included

1

re-iterat- ed

71

that?

...

ELITE

9:30
Betty Dodds wants to
Ad
M.
P.
itart a svstem of open Senate meet
7:15
ings. She moved that once a month
After
the meetings be held in lower Kauke,
8:00
... .nn,iUliir with lots of room, so
that all the students who wanted to,
could attend, Anything they wished
would have to be
turned in to the Suggestion Box, prior
A. M.
This plan
to the meeting, .however.
9:30
.
t .
j -- t
was accepted, and starting tne ena oi g
P. M.
November will be enforced . . . From g
2:00
here on in, Roberts Rules of Order ft
2:15
will be observed at Senate meetings. S
to everyone's at- - ft
It was also brought
. .
. .
t
..j .
tendon that this might De suggesrea
4:30
campus organizations.
for some other
8:00
.
1.
..
i
:- g
i
College is the place to team pw.-imentary procedure and too few people J 0
8:30
"even know what it means .
regional N. S. A. meeting will be held
on Nov. 22.
A. M.
--

s

we have

the

a

en-

tertainment and welcoming home of
alumni? It might be called "Homecoming."
We could invite a neighboring college to send several young men to engage a similar Wooster group in some
sort of .athletic contest. Selections
could be played by one of the college
musical organizations; a queen might
would appear in
s
be crowned.
appropriate attire: To beautify the
landscape, a long sleeved Pat Hartly
original in scarlet, purple, or wine, selected not only for color but for a
trio of buckles at the shoulder, impressed pleats, and a long, long zip
at the back. As a gracious gesture to
the alumni, the price tag might be left
on to show students' thrift' habits. It
would read only $14.95.
Alumni would be afforded the. cul
tural delights of the "theatah and the
students might
d
dance."
work up a little dramatic presentation,
furnuhine -- not- only something tor
them to do on long autumn evenings,
but a chance for girls to look dramatic at the performance, in a Cart-wrigoriginal
green or spice
whose double peplum and hand smock'
ing farces it into a starring role.

"

Parade in Honor of
Queen
Stadium
Football Game Wooster vs. Muskingum
Presentation of the Queen at
who will award the Alumni Trophies.
Babcock Hall
Alumni Reception
Scott Auditorium
Play
Norman Krasna
"Dear Ruth"
Severance Gymnasium
Dance
Home-Comin- g

half-tim-

8

SERBIN-SWEATE-

ht

A dance would be arranged. As a
novel touch, ladies and gentlemen
might dance in pain. The lady should
strive to be devastating, as, for example, in a smooth crepe, long of sleeve,
high of neckline. Whether in black,
spice, or aqua, its double pannier
drape and bustle back would make it
memorable from any point of view.
And Ruth, it's the truth; drama dress
and dance dress each but 17.95.
Must run to put my idea in the suggestion box. Then I'm forced to fly
to Freedlanders, just in case.
- - Homecomingly,

Ann Taylor

East Liberty at Bever St.

Wooster, O.

HALLOWEEN PARTY FAVORS, TALLIES,
NAPKINS and CANDLES

RS

d
Pullovers with solid colorcardigan
Gaily striped,
French spun Zepher yarn, moth proof, size
34-4-

u
9

THE G I FT CO RN ER
Public Square

0.

BEULAH BECHTEL
Fashion of Distinction
PUBLIC SQUARE

e,

Home-comin- g

r

Home-comin- g

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 26
Memorial Chapel
Church Service
Sermon: Dean C. John L. Bates

Home-comin- g

9

9:.:
s.t

:
Station WWST 9
.
College Broadcast
9
Organ Recital,- Professor Richard T. Gore.........:..Chapel it
:.:
Quinby Quadrangle 9
Sing

2:30
4:30

-

ge

Quality first at KALTWASSERS, at prices you
can afford to pay. You can pay more but money
does not buy better quality. We make our own
Nuts
ice cream. Headquarters for Double-Ka- y
with the freshness toasted in. Our sundaes are
tops. Soft drinks, candy bars, gum, box candy,
'
Pop Corn, etc.

9
9

v

a

little

ADVICE TO FRESHMAN
Iro:u r::tr Arrcw dealer

Co-ed-

Time-surfeite-

221 E. Liberty St.

Classic Color Combination

College Library

Friends of the Library Meeting

All-Colle-

Dear Ruth:

Phone 282

STUDIO AND CAMERA SHOP

George Lohm

540-- R

DER

Home

t's

7:00
9
An initial showing from the collection of the Gregg D. Wolfe
9
Library of the Drama will be presented in the College Library.
An exhibition of Frank Wilcox paintings will be on display in
:.t
the Josephine Long Wishart Museum of Art.

Freedlanders

W. Liberty

PHONE

Shore-sleeve-

P. M.

FROM

An idea! Why couldn't

Lowry.-.Presiden-

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 25

11:00

week end entirely devoted to

:

--

Chit-Ch- at

510

Babcock Field 0

Scott Auditorium
Norman Krasna
"Dear Ruth"
(Other presentations, Oct. 23, 25, Nov. 7, 8)

Home-comin- g

,lhe

.

Pep Rally
Speech by President
Play

Bonfire

Rally

.

Counter

Galpin Hall

Board of Trustees Meeting

Lib-era-l:

C

Flower Shoppe

A. M.

S NY

Jeweler

Arrow Shirts Whites,
stripes, solid colors.
from $3.25
Knits,

Ties

Arrow

(

-

' stripes, foulards, plaids.
rom$1

Arrow Sports Shirts
Outstanding assortment
-- for Fall.
6om $4.25
Ml I

Arrow Underwear
Shorts with grippen
:

Undershirts

'

IIIIMMMMMMt.LMMMMll
the re sweeiheartsl

from $1

from

III

Y

$.85

Ask us for "ARROW bet on the best!
of college men from Yale to U.C.L.A.
The
from Northwestern to Tulane.
'

frenzij

Perfection of style

Sntuou$ at the heat of tht

tom-to-

m!

And Imagine

j i j It's

mw

high-arche-

The vamp Is roomy

d,

like his.
low-heele- d.

but It makes your

buy-wor- d
'

Freedlanders

Parfum
$65, $35. $18, an J $10
Eau tie Toilette
$5.50 an J $3.50

C?OR DAY

ipiut tax)

Satisfaction Since 1884

mow

SHIRTS

FRANK WELLS DRUG STORE

foot look small! Underneath It all ; ; . rugged
red rubber soles. '

$7.50

TAYLOR

r

HOSIIER

NORTH SIDE PUBLIC SQUARE

I

IIMIMI

